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Abstract: Inquiry learning is an educational approach that involves a process of exploration, 

asking questions and making discoveries in the search for new understandings. Researchers 

however are divided about the value of the approach. In the symposium, it is argued that one 

of the reasons for this controversy is the way that inquiry learning is assessed. Consequently, 

we aim to present papers which reflect on the challenge of assessing inquiry learning by 

describing the prevailing approaches to assessment and how technological and theoretical 

advancement is changing these approaches. The aim is not just to describe these approaches 

but reflect upon the opportunities that are created and difficulties that must be overcome as we 

pursue the goal of assessing the processes and outcomes of inquiry learning. 

 

Introduction 
Inquiry-based learning involves learners asking questions about the natural or material world, collecting data to 

answer those questions, making discoveries and testing those discoveries rigorously (e.g., de Jong, 2006). It is 

an idea with a long history (Dewey, 1916; Bruner, 1961) and many researchers and educators argue for the 

benefits of an inquiry approach to science (e.g. Dunbar, 2000; Duschl, 2008; Linn 2006).Yet, this approach 

remains controversial with debates still ranging about its effectiveness (e.g., Klahr & Nigram 2004; Kirschner, 

Sweller, & Clark, 2002; Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007). One complicating factor in attempting to 

resolve this debate is that researchers are divided about how best to assess inquiry learning: should we focus on 

the process on inquiry or its outcome and if outcomes, what is it that inquiry learning help students develop? 

Consequently researchers working in inquiry learning have produced in depth analysis of the processes of 
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learning and the ways that teachers or technology can scaffold inquiry learning (e.g., Kuhn, & Pease, 2008; 

Quintana et al 2004; de Jong & van Joolingen, 1998). The outcomes of inquiry learning have been seen in terms 

of domain knowledge at different levels and in different modes, inquiry skills, nature of science and scientists; 

attitudes to science and science self-efficacy (e.g., Hickey et al 2003, Linn & Hsui, 2000; Lederman, Abd-El-

Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; Fraser, 1981; Ketelhut; 2007; Linn 2006). With such a variety of approaches 

and their implicit value systems, it is perhaps not surprising that this inquiry debate still rages.  

The papers presented in this symposium reflect on the challenges of assessing inquiry learning. The 

paper by de Jong and Wilhelm aims to provide a sucient overview of the range of methods and concepts that 

researchers have used to assess inquiry learning. It summarizes the traditional approaches and points forwards to 

how new technological approaches avilable to researchers are increasing the sophistication by which we can 

measure the process of inquiry learning. As a complement, Hickey, Filsecker and Kwon focus on how 

theoretical advances in our understanding of inquiry learning change our approach to assessment. As cognition 

is seen as increasingly situated, the nature of the evidence required to understand learning by inquiry changes. 
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Hickey et al describe an approach to inquiry assessment, participatory assessment, which is designed to address 
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by requiring completion of pen and paper tests that do little to motivate learners. They present an approach ? 

Inquiry Comics ? 2.!9.' 4%)0)"-0' *' "*%%*-!/)' 17' *' 9.*%*9-)%80' !"/)0-!+*-!1"' 17' *'5)*"!"+7$(' #$)0-!1"' *"3' *0;'

0-$3)"-0' -1' %)041"3' -1' -.)' 9.*%*9-)%8s decisions. Finally, Clarke-Midura, Mayrath, and Dede also tackle the 

problem of student engagement with assessment but with a decidedly more high tech solution ? that of 

immersive virtual environments. They reflect on the opportunities that such an approach brings but also 

helpfully share the problems they face in developing an innovative form of assessment. 

The issue of how we understand the processes and outcomes of inquiry learning is one that has no 

simple answer. The purpose of bring together the papers in this symposium is to reflect upon whether inquiry 
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learning assessment is providing the evidence that researchers, educators and policy makers need to improve 

21
st
 century science learning. We therefore envisage a lively debate with members of the audience led by our 

discussant Cindy Hmelo-Silver. 

Assessment and inquiry; issues and opportunities 
Ton de Jong & Pascal Wilhelm, Faculty of Behavioral Sciences, University of Twente, the Netherlands 

Email a.j.m.dejong@utwente.nl, p.wilhelm@utwente.nl 

 

Inquiry learning is an educational approach that involves a process of exploration, asking questions and making 

discoveries in the search for new understandings (National Science Foundation, 2000). In a typical (computer 

based) inquiry learning task, learners conduct experiments to test hypotheses about the relationships between 

variables in a particular knowledge domain (de Jong, 2006). Inquiry learning tasks vary in the constraints they 

pose to learners. Tasks may vary from open-ended, self-paced tasks in which learners follow their own 

particular inquiry paths, generating their own questions and hypotheses to tasks in which research questions and 

hypotheses are defined by an instructor. Although any particular study takes a stance somewhere along this 

continuum, there are still many routes possible for learners during the learning process and what is learned may 

differ between students. As a result a variety of types of learning outcomes are possible, ranging from different 

types of knowledge to specific skills. Assessing these can be done after the learning process outside the learning 

environment but also on-line during the process 1"' -.)' >*0!0' 17' -.)' ()*%")%08' !"-)%*9-!1"' 2!-.' -.)' !"#$!%&'

environment and the products (e.g., hypotheses, models) produced. In case of collaborative learning chat data 

can be included in this analysis. A specific challenge with on-(!")'*00)005)"-'!0'-.*-'-.)%)'!0'"1'0!"+()'@"1%5A'

>).*/!1%'-1'2.!9.'-.)'()*%")%08'*9-!1"0'9*"'>)'9154*%)3<':.!0'4%)0)"-*-!1"'0)-0'1$-'-1'0-%$9-$%)'-.)'9.*llenges 

and potential solutions for the assessment of inquiry processes and outcomes. 

Since inquiry learning is an educational approach, domain knowledge is the first most obvious concept 

addressed. Posttests measuring different types of knowledge (e.g. content, structural and conceptual knowledge) 

and transfer tests have been applied. There is nothing specific to inquiry learning about these types of tests. 

However, the concept of intuitive knowledge is primarily seen only in inquiry learning and tests have been 

developed for this (Swaak & de Jong, 1996). On-line representations of domain knowledge include learner-

generated models, concept maps, or research reports that are produced while learning. Automatic assessment of 

these products that represent domain knowledge is now being developed (see e.g., Bravo, van Joolingen, & de 

Jong, 2009). 

Another concept pertains to the assessment of specific inquiry skills. Again a division can be made 

with a measurement outside the learning environment and one in which on-line interactions are the basis for the 

assessment. Outside the learning environment (e.g., as a post-test) inquiry skills have been measured with the 

use of paper- and- pencil tasks. The concept of critical thinking skills shares many characteristics with inquiry, 

e.g. the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal® test includes scales that call upon data interpretation and 

drawing conclusions. The Test of Science Processing (Tannenbaum, 1971) and the Test of Integrated Science 

Processes (Padilla, Okey, & Dillashaw, 1983) were developed to assess science skills (e.g., variable 

identification, hypothesis formation, operationalization, experimentation and data interpretation). Another way 

of assessing inquiry skills is using a task that includes all aspect of inquiry, but is domain-independent, thereby 

controlling for the effect of prior knowledge. Evidence on the validity of this method, however is still lacking. 

Other concepts that have been related to inquiry learning are assessments of epistemological beliefs 

(Kuhn, Cheney, & Weinstock, 2000) or tests that call upon knowledge about the workings of science (Nature of 

Science, see Chen, 2006). Several motivational concepts, such as attitudes and self-efficacy towards science 

have been measured using questionnaires. 

Computer technology enables extensive logging of actions performed in digital learning environments 

and data mining techniques are currently used to extract patterns indicative of specific learning behaviours. 

Inquiry skills are often induced from the inquiry cycle. These skills pertain to the formulation of hypotheses, 

systematic experimentation (e.g., usage of the CVS) and data interpretation, although other labels have been 

used. Various other skills, for example metacognitive skills also have been object of research. In fact, inquiry 

learning relies heavily on regulative processes. Learning process data may include specific activities of learners 

(e.g., values assigned to input variables), chatlogs of collaborating learners, and even neurobiological measures 

(van Leeuwen, van der Meij, & de Jong, submitted). 

The characteristics of the different assessment and measurement techniques are as manifold as the 

concepts measured. They involve criterion measures (e.g., a model score calculated on the basis of the actual 

model in the task, and descriptive measures (e.g., measures indicative of transformative or regulative processes), 

individual and group measures (e.g., questionnaires measuring epistemological beliefs), and process data 

collected unobtrusively or explicitly (e.g., with prompts). Assessment is performed by teachers, researchers, 

sometimes peers and sometimes automatically. 
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The goals of assessment include grading, but also informing learners (online support) and creating a 

basis for pedagogical interventions. In both cases, the system may present hints to learners to optimize learning 

(Veermans, de Jong, & van Joolingen, 2000). System based assessment of online activities may even be focused 

on collaborative activities. For example, monitoring online communication using chat may provide for real time 

information of the contributions of the different collaborators to the learning process or provide hints about what 

is best to communicate about (Anjewierden, Chen., Wichmann, & van Borkulo, submitted). Of course many 

validity issues have to be solved using these system-based assessment techniques for these purposes, but 

progress is being made towards automatic online support in inquiry learning environments.  

Many concepts, measurement and assessment techniques are applied with regard to inquiry. The open-

ended and self-directed nature of inquiry makes it hard to define hard criteria for grading and aptitude in inquiry, 

but both the assessment of learner behaviour and learning outcomes are indicative of emerging understandings 

*"3' @+113A' !"#$!%&' 0;!((0<'B&0-)5-based assessment of inquiry learning to support learning is promising, but 

also hindered by the fact that there are various effective inquiry paths, which raises several validity issues (e.g., 

vary several variables at a time may be unwise in general, but functional in the orientation phase). The current 

presentation will give a structured overview of issues involved illustrated with examples from running projects 

(e.g., the SCY project) that show what problems are encountered and how solutions to these problems are 

implemented.  

Participatory Assessment: Supporting Engagement, Understanding, and 
Achievement in Scientific Inquiry  
Daniel T. Hickey, Michael K. Filsecker, Eun Ju Kwon. Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47404, USA,  

Email dthickey@indiana.edu; mfilseck@indiana.edu; ejkwon@indiana.edu 

 

Tensions over educational assessment and measurement are central to ongoing debates about inquiry-oriented 

science education. This presentation sheds new light on this issue by (1) reviewing widely-appreciated tensions 

over assessment of inquiry-oriented vs. more expository science instruction, (2) revisiting these tensions using 

newer situative views of measurement and assessment, (3) introducing a participatory assessment model that 

addresses these tensions, and (4) showing how this model was used to foster communal engagement, individual 

understanding, and aggregated achievement in three design studies of leading technology-based inquiry 

curricula. 

Th)'3)>*-)'1/)%'*00)00!"+'!"#$!%&'%)7()9-0'-.)'91"7(!9-'>)-2))"'3!77)%)"-'/!)20'17'2.*-'!-'5)*"0'-1'@;"12A'*"3'

therefore what counts as authentic evidence of that knowledge. Hickey & Zuiker (2005) examined how 

associationist, rationalist, and situative views of cognition support different assumptions about knowledge of 

inquiry and what those assumptions mean for evidence. The associationist perspective characterizes knowledge 

as numerous specific associations regarding behavior (i.e., stimulus-response) and/or cognition (e.g., if-then). 

Hence, they support more direct instructional methods that efficiently teach those associations, and then use 

conventional recognition/recall tests to reliably measure how much individuals have learned. Antithetically, the 

rationalist perspective on cognition characterizes knowledge as a smaller number of higher-order conceptual 

schemas that vary from one person to the next. This supports constructivist inquiry-oriented instruction and the 

use of more open-ended problem solving and performance-oriented assessments of learning. These assessments 

*%)'51%)'0$>C)9-!/)'*"3'()00'%)(!*>()'-.*"'91"/)"-!1"*('-)0-0D'-1'015)'-.!0'5*;)0'-.)5'()00'@09!)"-!7!9A'*0'2)((<'

Schwartz, Lindgren, & Lewis (2009) argue that constructivist pedagogies are often evaluated through non-
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0!5!(*%'4%1>()50A'*%)'@!"#$%&'()*"+*,*#'!#,%-&* %"* .,/)$/*-"(!%/0-%'1'!%*)",.!2 (p. 35). Our presentation will 

examine this tension, and summarize advances in constructivist assessments (e.g., Schwartz and Bransford, 

1998). 

We then explore these tensions using newer situative perspectives on cognition. In their examination of 

the broader debate over constructivism, Gresalfi *"3'F)0-)%'GHIIJK'0$++)0-'-.*-'@()*%"!"+'!0'*>1$-'51%)'-.*"'*'
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Greeno and Gresalfi (2008) pointed out, this assumption casts doubt on the validity of the entire enterprise of 
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proficiency ultimately require more interpretive evidence which can account for the broader technological and 

social context of knowledgeable activity. But these methods do not yield the evidence of individual proficiency 

that other stakeholders demand. We will examine this issue and summarize the burgeoning literature on situative 

assessment (e.g., Gee, 2003; Moss et al., 2005) and discursive approaches to assessment and formative feedback 

(Hickey & Anderson, 2007). 

The presentation will conclude by describing a comprehensive approach to assessment that addresses 

these tensions. Participatory assessment uses design-based refinement of informal discursive assessment and 

feedback to align inquiry curricula to constructivist assessments of individual understanding; once sufficiently 

large gains in understanding are obtained, achievement gains are formally measured using external achievement 
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tests. Results from three inquiry learning projects that employed this model will be summarized, including 

GenScope (Hickey et al., 2003; 2006), three NASA multimedia curricula (Taasoobshirazi et al., 2006; Anderson 

et al., 2007), and the Taiga ecological science curriculum in the Quest Atlantis videogame (Barab, et al., 2007; 

Hickey, et al., 2009). For all but one of the NASA curricula, gains in understanding and achievement were 

statistically significant and equal to or larger than the gains in comparison classrooms using expository curricula 

to teach the same content. 

 

Engaging students with assessment: Inquiry cartoons. 
Shaaron Ainsworth, B-*5*-!"*'="*0-141$(1$D'O!;)'B.*%4()06'P.*%()0'P%11;'Q'P(*!%)'R8O*(()&6'F)*%"!"+'

Sciences Research Institute, University of Nottingham.  

Email: Shaaron.Ainsworth, Stamatina.Anastopoulou; Mike.Sharples; Charles.P%11;D'P(*!%)<R8O*(()& 

@nottingham.ac.uk 

 

Personal Inquiry (PI) project aims to enable learners to explore questions to which they genuinely want to know 

the answer, carry out investigations that relate to their own needs and concerns, and analyse and interpret 

findings (e.g. Anastopoulou et al 2009; Scanlon et al, 2009). These inquiries are designed to link the school 

classroom and the children80' 9155$"!-&' G0$9.' *0' .15)06' 4*%;06' ()!0$%)' 7*9!(!-!)0K<'F)*%")%0' *%)' 0$441%-)3'>&'

teachers and by the PI Toolkit which runs on netbook computers with connected data probes and is designed to 

scaffold the process of inquiry learning through scripts (dynamic lesson plans). These are lofty aims, and of 

course, we face the challenge of evaluating the extent to which we achieve them. Consequently, we have 

evaluated many aspects of the processes and outcomes of inquiry science. The paper reflects upon one of these: 

the development of inquiry skills. The central challenge we faced was to design an inquiry process test that was: 
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and; c) one that engaged students ? for personal learning we needed personal assessment.  
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Figure 1. Two sample comic page (a) addresses what students understand about choosing appropriate samples; 

b) explores aspects of their understanding about hypothesis testing. Note these examples are taken from the 

middle of extended narratives. 

 

The solution we have trialed is Inquiry Comics. :.)0)'*00)005)"-0'*%)'%)(*-)3'-1'P1"9)4-'P*%-11"0T'

(e.g. Keogh & Naylor, 1999) which are cartoons of children discussing different (correct and incorrect) ideas 

about scientific phenomena in everyday settings. Concept Cartoons have a number of uses including promoting 

*%+$5)"-*-!1"6' 0-!5$(*-!"+' 9.!(3%)"80' 12"' !"/)0tigations, and formative assessments (e.g. Keogh & Naylor, 

1999; Chin & Teou, 2009). Inquiry Comics share with Concept CartoonsT the principles of minimal text, 

visual representation, familiar everyday settings, and correct and incorrect statements of scientific ideas. 

However, we use a comic form (a series of connected events presented in sequence to form a narrative) to 

4%)0)"-' *' 9.*%*9-)%80' !"#$!%&' 4%19)00' 7%15' -.)' )*%(&' 0-*+)0' 17' 9.110!"+' *' -14!9' -1' !"/)0-!+*-), through to 

selecting appropriate methods, collecting data, presenting it and drawing appropriate conclusions. At each stage 

in the process, the character makes decisions about aspects of scientific investigations that are known to be 

difficult for learners, such as judging veracity of source information, data collection, controlling variables, 

hypothesis testing, and drawing appropriate inferences from data (e.g. de Jong 2006; Kuhn, Pease, & Wirkala, 

2009; Schauble, Glaser, Duschl, Schulze, & John, 1995). Sometimes those decisions are appropriate and 

sometimes less so (see Figure 1 for a decision considered to be less appropriate).  

There are a number of challenges that we have faced in creating Inquiry Comics. It is, of course, 

difficult to create informative situations with minimal text. We also need to trade off the benefits of a full 
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inquiry cycle and the resulting potential to probe understanding of the inquiry process at all stages with the 

length of the comic book which would result from such a complete activity. We needed dialogue that was easy 

-1'%)*36'(*9;)3'C*%+1"'*"3'-.*-';)4-'()*%")%08'*--)"-!1"<':.!0'2*0'*'4*%-!9$(*%'")9)00!-&'71%'-.)'9$%%)"-'4%1C)9-'*0'

we used Inquiry Comics as summative assessment so learners read them silently and did not discuss their 

meaning with peers or teachers (unlike the typical use of Concept CartoonsT). The comic form required a 

consistent narrative so any decision made by the character needed to continue through the comic. This obviously 

posed little problem for appropriate decisions but when the character was portrayed as making a decision that 

would threaten the veracity of the whole investigation (such a mischoosing a sample), this needed to be resolved 

within the comic. On these occasions, after the learners had been invited to write their interpretation of the 

investigator 9.*%*9-)%80'9.1!9)6'*'-)*9.)% or friend character would intervene to nudge the investigation back on 

course. Again this needed to be done with a light touch and in minimal text. Finally, given our requirements to 

use Inquiry Comics as pre and post-tests, we needed to create parallel version of each comics. Consequently, we 

needed similar topics to investigate and which contained the same methods. It is not clear in our first attempts 

with this technique the extent to which we have achieved this objective. 

However, there were a large number of benefits to using Inquiry Comics<'B-$3)"-08'4)%71%5*"9)'1"'-.)'

tests revealed a depth of understanding that was not visible through other assessments (e.g., we had previously 

trialed asking students to design their own investigations). They were motivated and engaged with the comics, 

again far more so that with our other written tests. Analysis of their responses has revealed when learners are 

responding super7!9!*((&'G)<+<'S("%*,*+,'/*%$!%3) rather than more deeply (why something might not be a fair-test). 

This might be difficult to achieve in a multiple choice style of assessment. Their post-test responses also shed 

light on problems they had faced during their own investigations (e.g. their sensitivity to the problems of 

accurate on-going data collection). 

The use of Inquiry Comics seems a promising addition to the battery of approaches to assess inquiry 

learning. We created comic books but they could also be adapted and used within other forms of Technology 

Enhanced Learning. They can be used summativly as we have done but also could be used for formative 

*00)005)"-'*"36'17'91$%0)6'(!;)'P1"9)4-'P*%-11"0T'71%'5*"&'1-.)%'-)*9.!"+'*"3'()*%"!"+'4%19)00)0< 

 

Measuring Inquiry: New Methods, Promises & Challenges 
Jody Clarke-Midura, Michael Mayrath, Chris Dede, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA,  

Email: jody_clarke@mail.harvard.edu, mayratmi@gse.harvard.edu, chris_dede@harvard.edu 

 
Contemporary views of science education regard scientific inquiry and the ability to reason scientifically as the 

essential core of science education (American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), 1993; 

Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; NRC, 1996; Krajcik et al, 1998; Songer et al, 2003). According to White and 

colleagues, scientific inquiry is an active process comprised of four primary components: theorizing, 

questioning and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing and synthesizing (White & Frederiksen, 1998; White, 

Frederiksen & Collins, in preparation). Measuring these inquiry processes as well as the products that result 

from the processes has long been a challenge for educators and researchers (Marx et al, 2004); however, 

advances in technology and measurement are creating new possibilities for assessing both process and product 

(Pellegrino, Chudowsky & Glaser, 2001; Behrens, 2009). There are three themes that this symposium is 

addressing: what inquiry is and is not, the best way to teach inquiry, and the best way to measure inquiry. We 

have chosen a widely accepted definition of what inquiry is by White et al, described above, and are focusing 

our work on the latter, how to best measure inquiry.  

One such possibility for measuring inquiry comes in the form of immersive virtual assessments (IVAs). 

IVAs are three dimensional (3-D) environments, either single or multi-user, where digitized participants engage 

in virtual activities and experiences. Each participant takes on the identity of an avatar, a virtual persona that can 

move around the 3-D environment. IVAs allow us to create and measure authentic, situated performances that 

are characteristic of how students learn inquiry (NRC, 2000). These immersive environments have advanced 

capabilities for student experimentation and data analysis in a virtual setting, such as working with large data 

sets, GIS map visualizations, and simulated models of phenomena unobservable to the naked eye. Further, these 

environments enable the automated and invisible collection of very rich and detailed event-logs on individual 

learners in real-time, during the very act of learning (Pellegrino et al, 2001). Such event-logs provide time-

0-*54)3'%)91%30'17' -.)'3)-*!(0'17'0-$3)"-08'*9-!1"0'2.!()' -.)&' !"-)%*9-'2!-.' -.)'UV=< Our prior work on using 

immersive technologies for learning environments lead us to believe that assessments delivered via this 

technology will be more motivating and engaging (Clarke, 2006; Clarke & Dede, 2009). We hypothesize that 

015)' 0-$3)"-0' 2!((' >)' ()00' (!;)(&' -1' @7%))N)' $4A' 2.)"' -*;!"+' -.)' *00)005)"-' *"3' 2!((' -%&' .*%3)%' 1"' -.)0)'

assessments than on paper-and-pencil and multiple choice tests.  

In order to measure inquiry process and products in situ, we are using the Evidence Centered Design 

framework (Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003) to develop IVAs for measuring inquiry at the middle school 

level, grades 6-8. These assessments are intended to be part of a standardized component of an accountability 
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program. Our work on developing assessments for measuring inquiry is guided by the knowledge, skills, and 

abilities that underlie White and colleagues four components of scientific inquiry, e.g., theorizing, questioning 

and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing and synthesizing. We are designing tasks that allow us to observe 

students gathering appropriate data, interpreting data, drawing conclusions, and providing evidence. The design 

of our tasks allows us to capture evidence of student learning outcomes and processes that contribute to an 

ongoing student model of proficiency in inquiry. 

While IVAs are promising in their potential for studying student performances and learning 

trajectories, they also come with a cost. The field does not have a common model or algorithm for modeling the 

complexity of student learning and behaviors (Behrens, 2009). In our design process, we have had to work 

through the following challenges and issues such as: how do we ensure task dependency without disrupting the 
flow of the inquiry process? What model best fits our data for proficiency? How do we score process separately 
from content? How do we measure a learning progression? These and other issues will be addressed in more 

depth in the presentation.  

If we succeed in addressing the challenges and issues on how to measure inquiry, we believe we will 

aid in the discussion of what inquiry is and also cast light on how to best teach inquiry. Only through deep 

understanding of how to measure and model inquiry will we better understand the best methods for teaching it 

(i.e. direct instruction vs problem-based learning debate). 
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